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Abstract: Traditional trustworthy service selection approaches focus the overall reputation
maximization of all selected services in social networks. However, the selected services barely
interact with each other in history, which leads to the trustworthiness among services very low.
Hence, to enhance the trustworthiness of Web service selection, a novel concept, collaboration
reputation is proposed in this paper. The collaboration reputation is built on a Web service
collaboration network consists of two metrics. One metric, invoking reputation can be
calculated according to other service’s recommendation. The other metric, invoked reputation
can be assessed by the interaction frequency among Web services. Finally, based on the
collaboration reputation, we present a trustworthy Web service selection method to not only
solve the simple Web service selection but also the complex selection. Experimental results
shown that compared with other methods, the efficiency of our method and the solution's
trustworthiness are both superior increased.
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Introduction
Social networks have recently received much attention on the mobile Internet. For example,

YouTube, MySpace and Facebook are among the most popular social network sites, and continue to
experience explosive growth both in terms of the number of communities and the overall population [1].
The social networks so constructed provide a powerful means for users to share, organize and locate
interesting services such as mobile APP, open API, Web services.
As a large number of functionally equivalent (or similar) Web services have been built and
deployed, customers face a difficult task in choosing the best service to build their composite service
which satisfies their personalized Quality-of-Services (QoS) requirements. Thus, the efficiency
associated with selecting a Web service with a QoS guarantee has increasingly become a critical issue
in the Web service selection process [2].
One of major problems in the Web service selection process is that QoS cannot reflect the real
situation of Web services because the dynamic environment imposes a stochastic nature on Web
services. Some enhanced QoS measurement algorithms [3] have been proposed to eliminate the

uncertainty. However, in actual practice, some Web service providers may intentionally exaggerate
their QoS values, and QoS measurement cannot reveal this sort of malicious deception. To address this
problem, trustworthy Web service selection is needed, which assigns high level reputation values to
different Web services. Then the performance of selected Web services can be guaranteed based on
each reputation value (score).
The reputation represents a collective perception of the users in the social network about a Web
service. The reputation of a invoked Web service is a collective feedback rating of the users that have
interacted with or used the service in the past [4]. Accurate reputation measurement about Web
services in social networks plays an important role in identifying good nodes and connections. Hence,
the ability to obtain an accurate reputation score of each Web service within a large social network
structures is also important [5].
Unfortunately, we found most Web service methods only rely on the reputation value of individual
Web service. In such case, the total reputation of all selected Web services which composite a new
value-added service (i.e. composite service), is maximized, but the total trustworthiness among services
is very low. Why? For a service, if its reputation value is very high, it will be selected with higher
probability than other services with low reputation. However, in this composite service, there is a
selected service that had little or no interaction with other Web services. Then when one service
invokes the service for a new task or instance, the trustworthiness between the two services is less than
the average reputation of the two services. If each of the two services has a high reputation value, but
they barely interact with each other, which shorten the total trustworthiness of the composite service
because of unknown interact risks.
Hence, in such cases, the trustworthiness of Web service selection may not be the highest, i.e., we
let the best selection scheme slip away. What do we do?
The answer may be collaboration, which in this paper denotes the invocation collaborative
relationship of Web services, including invoking and invoked relationships. The invoking relationship
means that one service invoked other services, and the invoked relationship means that one service is
invoked by other services in this paper. Actually, we find that the collaboration among Web services
can provide a good prospect for trustworthy Web service selection, and it should be taken into
consideration actively. Moreover, the collaboration does not only consider the reputation of individual
service, but also pay more attention to the intimate relationship of between multiple services. Therefore,
we think that an ideal trustworthy Web service selection approach should be able to exclude the Web
services with low reputation by collaborating with other services and provide the trustworthy Web
service selection for composite services.
In this paper, based on our previous work [6], we aim to propose a trustworthy Web service
selection approach that does not only consider individual Web service reputation but also the
collaboration reputation of Web services. The main contributions of our work include:
To support collaboration reputation, we fist construct a Web service collaboration network (WSCN)
to eliminate the Web services with low reputation from the WSCN using our proposed neighbor update
strategy and then divide normal Web services into different Web service community using community
detection.
To avoid subjective reputation measurement, based on WSCN, we propose a novel concept,
collaboration reputation, which is evaluated by invoking reputation and invoked reputation. Invoking
reputation is used to evaluate the performance experience of a Web service, can be calculated according
to other services' recommendation in the Web service community. Invoked reputation is used to

evaluated the performance importance of a Web service, can be obtained according to the interaction
frequency between the invoking Web service (which means it invoked other services) and invoked Web
services (which means it was invoked by other services) in the Web service community.
Finally, based on the collaboration reputation, we present a trustworthy Web service selection
method. This method is to not only solve the simple Web service selection but also the complex
selection. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. The
experimental results reveal that our approach not only increases the trustworthiness of Web service
selection but also improve the efficiency.
The paper is organized as follows. To begin with, it presents related work on Web service selection
in Section 2, and then introduces a framework for trustworthy Web service selection in Section 3 and
the WSCN is constructed in Sections 4. Furthermore, we propose a novel concept about collaboration
reputation for Web service selection in Section 5. Based on the collaboration reputation, we show the
trustworthy Web service selection approach in Section 6. Finally we conduct experiments in Section 7
and conclude the paper in Section 8.

2

Related Work
A number of researchers have recognized the importance of reputation in Web service selection, and

many states of art solution have been proposed. They adopted different techniques in different aspects
to establish the trustworthiness of Web services or service selections.
Wang and Vassileva [7] discussed trust QoS as applied to web service selection and presented
further research directions. Vu et al. [8] collected users’ reports on QoS to rank and select Web services
based on past QoS data predictions. Yau et al. [9] identified the deviation between the QoS provided by
their service providers and the QoS values determined by monitors and service user feedbacks to
improve the trustworthiness of the QoS information. The method might result in a false rating when the
user’s feedback is taken into account. In addition, fuzzy theory has been applied to enhance the QoS
trust. Manchala [10] proposed a fuzzy matrix that is defined based on the transaction history to
establish transaction trust. Nepal et al. [11] added a query model and underlying data to the fuzzy trust
management framework, which represents and queries customer perception. Alfaro LD et al. [12]
concluded on a note of optimism concerning the role of reputation systems in mediating online
collaboration, and given important references of design and optimization of reputation systems.
Mcnally K et al. [13] proposed a good approach to modeling user and item reputation in social
recommender systems and it is more efficient than other approaches.
In addition to fuzzy theory, Bayesian networks are often introduced into the trust evaluation process.
Wu et al. [14] used Bayesian networks to model a consumer’s assessment of a service QoS. Their
approach allows consumers to combine different QoS attributes. Hang et al. [15] developed a Bayesian
network that can punish and reward services in terms of QoS property accurately with incomplete
observations, so that consumers can prevent themselves from interacting services with unsatisfying
QoS. In general, all these mentioned methods merely evaluate Web service individually and not in
collaboration with other services. To address the collaboration trust, Elnaffar and Khosravifar et al. [16;
17] proposed a framework aiming to select trusted Web service in a community, which is collection of
Web service with a common functionality. The collaboration definition in our paper is different than
these previous studies. We focus on the invocation collaborative relationship, which includes invoking
and invoked relationships.

In fact, the invoking relationship can be considered as collaboration among Web services combined
to provide output parameters. To assess the invoking reputation, it depends on community structure in
the WSCN. The vertex’s importance analysis has been studied in community structure [18]. In addition,
the community structure has been applied in the Web service field. Kil [19] used a real-world dataset to
analyze the topological landscape of Web service’s networks and concluded that the network exhibited
small world network and power-law-like structure to some extent. Zhang et al. [20] analyzed the logs
of an execution engine to elucidate the Web service community and combined the closely interactive
Web services using a composition process. Ji et al. [21] presented a novel Web service management
method based on collaboration networks, where the network is undirected and has a weighted edge. In
addition, the researchers introduced some metrics to reflect the Web service properties. As
distinguished from the aforementioned WSCN construction methods, the community detected in our
WSCN can effectively reflect the collaborative relationship. Our community detection strategy is more
suitable for collaboration reputation evaluation for trustworthy Web service selection.
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Trustworthy Web Service Selection Framework
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Figure 1 The framework of the proposed trustworthy Web service selection
As shown in Figure 1, we present a framework which is designed to maintain the WSCN and Web
services’ invoking and invoked relationships. To obtain the individual and collaboration reputation, the
framework also provides a component to evaluate the reputation metric and execute the Web service
selection process based on collaboration reputation in the WSCN. The framework contains four
components. The details of this framework are as follows:
1) Requirement Analysis. In this component, the input, output and QoS requirements can be
extracted from user requirements. In addition, the Web service that is specified by customers is also

picked out.
2) Web Service Management. In this component, there are two types of Web service registration.
One type manages the newly arrived Web services, which have no invoking and invoked reputation,
and the eliminated neighboring Web services (the Web service with low reputation will be eliminated).
The other registration maintains the Web services that appear in the WSCN. The Web services are in a
collaborative relationship, including the invoking relationship, invoked relationship and neighbor
relationship.
3) Web Service Selection Engine. In this component, if a Web service is registered in the WSCN,
it will be selected until it becomes unavailable in the WSCN. However, if a Web service is suspected to
be low reputation, it will be eliminated from among normal Web services' neighbors. If a Web service
is a new arrival and not registered in the WSCN, it will wait for the chance to be selected. It is possible
that the new arrival can replace the Web service registering the WSCN because it is deemed as a bad
service.
4) Web Service Trust Assessment. This component analyzes the execution log in a period of time
[t1 , tn ] , computes the collaboration reputation and eliminates Web services with low reputation and
Web services' neighbors with low reputation. In addition, communities in each time interval
[ti , ti 1 ]  [t1 , tn ] are detected, and the trust recommender Web service is selected to compute the
invoking reputation.

4

Web Service Collaboration Network (WSCN)
In this section, for understanding WSCN, we will introduce some WSCN definitions.

Definition 1 (Vertex). A vertex v in WSCN represents a Web service ws . Then a fully connected
(Web service) graph v  (C1 ,..., Cn ) can be abstracted where each v has 2-tuples, i.e., {N,R}.
N  {Neibi , Neibo , Neibc } is the set of neighbors in the WSCN, including three types.
Neibi  {wsi1 , wsi 2 , , wsin } denotes the input neighbors. Neibo  {wso1 , wso 2 , , wson } dentoes the

output neighbors, and Neibc  {wsc1 , wsc 2 , , wscn } denotes the invoking neighbors, which are
combined to provide the output parameters for satisfying ws  Neibo .
Definition 2 (Invoking reputation). If R  {Rr , Ri } is the set of reputation metrics, and then

Rr denotes invoking reputation that can be obtained from the recommendation where the
recommendation depends on the trust recommendation vertex (TRV) in the community structure of
WSCN.
Definition 3 (Invoked reputation). If R  {Rr , Ri } is the set of reputation metrics, and then

Ri denotes invoked reputation, which can be evaluated by the invocation frequency between
ws  Neibc and ws  Neibo .

Definition 4 (Collaboration reputation). If R  {Rr , Ri } is the set of reputation metrics, and then
the collaboration reputation (CR) can be evaluated by Ri and Rr .
Definition 5 (Edge). An edge in the WSCN describes the Web service collaboration relationship.

The collaboration relationship is similar to that in a scientific collaboration for a co-authored paper.
A Web service in a composite Web service is similar to a paper author. Web services working together
for a composite service can be considered similar to authors working together to produce a co-authored
paper. Thus, they should be connected. The common composite Web service includes four types:
sequence, concurrency, conditional and loop. Hence, a basic WSCN is depicted as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2 The common structure in a WSCN
Definition 6 (WSCN). WSCN is an undirected graph and its construct will change in the time
interval [t1 , t2 ],[tn 1 , tn ] . WSCN contains the collaboration relationships among Web services in the
specific time interval [ti , ti 1 ] .
4.1

Neighbor Update Strategy in the WSCN
To avoid a Web service with high reputation (we called it as good service in this paper) interacting

with a service with low reputation (we called it as bad service in this paper) in the WSCN, any Web
service with low reputation will be eliminated from among the Web service’s {Neibi , Neibo , Neibc } .
The Web service with low reputation can be detected with the proposed update strategy. The update
strategy is based on the following two conditions:
 Condition 1. The invocation frequency of a Web service ( wsb ) dramatically decreases in the
k sequential time interval.


[ t ,t j ]

Condition 2. Rr i

[ t ,t j ]

( wsb ) is less than Rr i

( wsn ) , where wsn and wsb represent the

normal and bad Web service, respectively.
Although Ri contributes to deciding bad Web services, a malicious rater could repeatedly submit

[ t ,t j ]

the same composite Web service to improve the Ri level. Thus, when Rr i
[ t ,t j ]

Rr i

( wsn ) , this reveals that wsb receives fewer recommendation values

( wsb ) is less than

Rr than that of

wsn in [tk , tk 1 ] after k sequential time interval. In addition, the same functional Web services wsn and
wsb appearing in the WSCN indirectly reflect that wsb is most likely replaced by wsn . Then,

combining with the above two conditions, we can eliminate the fake Web services from
Neibi , Neibo , Neibc in a specific time.
To eliminate the bad service wsb from the WSCN, we add a gossip algorithm [22] in the WSCN to
inform the Web service that has similar functional properties to wsn to remove wsb from its neighbor
set. Why not use a flooding algorithm? In this case, a flooding algorithm cannot be adopted, as it will
increase the system load. To ensure system stability, we adopt a gossip algorithm to spread the message.
Gossip algorithms are also called epidemic algorithms. A series of studies have demonstrated that
epidemics will spread throughout the network under certain conditions. Therefore, many works [22; 23]
adopt such a mechanism for network information dissemination and collection.
To avoid blindly spreading a message, the message forwarding probability in our gossip mechanism
is related to weight wi , where wi determines the number of neighbors that receive message as
follows:
wi 

1
K

|K |

 deg( ws )
i

(1)

i 1

where wsi is the Web service that receives a message from ws j ( ws j  Neibi ）; deg( wsi ) denotes
the matched number of wsi output interfaces and ws j input interfaces; K denotes the number of Web
services that match interfaces with ws j . In our update strategy, if the matched interface number of
wsi is no less than wi , then there will be a chance to forward messages.

Then the condition that wsh ( wsh  Neibo ) will forward a message from wsi is that the matched
interface between wsi and wsh is similar to that of wsi and ws j . Any Web service that forwards
message from wsi must obey this condition. Thus, the number of Web services that forward a
message is no greater than the number of Web services that satisfies the minimum deg( wsi ) in the
WSCN, which does not increase the system load.
4.2

Web Service Community Detection
According to the WSCN, the invoking reputation Rr can be computed by some trusted Web service.

However, blindly choosing some Web service as recommendations in the WSCN might add some risk
to the assessment’s correctness. Moreover, this will impose additional load for sending or receiving
messages. To overcome the above problem, we adopt the community detection algorithm (CNM) [23]
to detect community. The CNM is a new algorithm for inferring community structure from network
topology which works by greedily optimizing the modularity. It runs in time O(md log n) for a network
with n vertices and m edges where d is the depth of the dendrogram. If the network is hierarchical,
there are communities at many scales and the dendrogram is roughly balanced, it has d ∼ log n. If the
network is also sparse, m ∼ n, then the running time is essentially linear, O(n log2 n). The CNM is

considerably faster than most previous general algorithms, and allows users to extend community
structure analysis to networks that had been considered too large to be tractable. Hence, the community
detection strategy can be applied to find the cooperating Web service group, and the invoking
reputation of a Web service can be evaluated from TRV, which denotes a vertex having
intra-connection to other communities.
The CNM is a condensation algorithm, and its basic idea is to combine communities until Q reaches
a maximum. The modularity Q is defined by the following equation:
Q   ( eii  ai2 )

(2)

i

Where eij the fraction of edges that join vertices in community i; ai is the fraction of ends of edges
that are attached vertices in community i.
The operation of the algorithm involves finding the changes in Q that would result from the
amalgamation of each pair of communities, choosing the largest of them. The changes in Q, i.e., a
incremental matrix Qij ensures Eq. 2 has fast convergence to the maximum Q. The initial Qij can
be obtained with the following equation:
 1 ki k j


Qij   2m 2m 2

0


if i，j are connected，

(3)

otherwise,

Where ki and k j denotes the degree of community i and j, respectively; m is the edge number of
a whole WSCN.
In each iteration, the CNM algorithm combines two maximum Q of community Ci and C j ,
and the Qij is computed after merging Ci and C j via the following equation:
 Qik  Q jk k connect to both i and j

Qij   Qik  2a j ak k connect i but not to j
 Q  2a a k connect j but not to i

ik
i k

(4)

With
ai 

ki
2m

Where after Ci is merged to C j , ai  0 while a j  ai  a j ; when the Qij value becomes negative,
the iteration combination process stops.
As shown in Algorithm 1, the CNM algorithm can perform community detection in the WSCN.

By using the above community detection, we can identify a collaboration community among Web
services. In Algorithm 1, the operation cost is m , and m denotes the iteration number, which is a
constant. Thus, the algorithm’s time complexity is still (n log 2 n ) .

Figure 3 An example of Web service collaboration network
As shown in Fig. 3, in this paper, the Web service collaboration community can be generated from a
WSCN in [ti , ti 1 ] , and the setting and determination of other Web service-related parameters will be
illustrated in the evaluation section. In Fig. 3, the Web services are generated by WSBen [24], which is
inspired by extensive studies on real Web services to support various Web service network topologies
and distributions. We use NeSVA [25] to present the community structure in WSCN. As shown in Fig.
3, a vertex with 00000 appended at the end of its tag denotes a deceptive Web service that publishes
fake QoS information. After a time interval [ti , ti 1 ] , some bad Web services have a few connections to

other Web services, though some are still divided in the community with many good Web services. In
this figure, the outbound degree of the good Web service is twice as high as that of the bad Web service.
The final result of the bad Web service will be divided into a community with few and new Web
services. In our reputation measurement, a Web service’s invoking reputation is related to the number
of TRV. Thus, the recommender number will result in the distinction between bad and good services
after a time interval.

5

Collaboration Reputation
Web services are located in open, distributed environments, and there is an underlying collaborative

relationship among them. Hence, the collaboration reputation based on the WSCN provides us a novel
method to measure the reputation of Web service for trustworthy Web service selection, including two
types: invoking reputation and invoked reputation.
5.1

Invoking Reputation
As we mentioned above, repeatedly submitting the same composite Web service can improve the

invoked reputation level, but the recommenders simply limit their submission to specific services. A
Web service that joins various compositions will result in more recommenders. Apparently, there are
shortcomings in reputation measurements that merely depend on the invoked reputation. Thus, the
invoking reputation plays an important role in the reputation measurement and act as a significant
metric to evaluate how important a Web service is. In this section, we will examine the invoking
reputation in terms of the collaboration community in the WSCN.
The community is characterized by dense connections within the community but sparse connections
among communities. A vertex that has more connections to a vertex located in other communities will
have higher trustworthiness. Therefore, a vertex in community C , which is more closely related to the
TRV in the same community C has a higher invoking reputation. Let Rr

[ t1 ,tn ]

be the invoking

reputation value during the time interval [t1 , tn ] , and then it is computed by the following equation:
n

Rr[ t1 ,tn ]   ( Ti
t 1



k TRVC[ t1 ,tn ]

NormQ ( k )
Distk  1

(5)

)

with

Ti 

1
Ti
n

1

T
i 1

i

Where Distk is the shortest path from Web service wsi to wsk ( wsk  TRVC[ t1 ,tn ] and wsi , wsk belongs
to same community C ); Ti ( Ti  Ti 1 because more recent trust recommendations are more
persuasive) is the time weight of Ti  [ti , ti 1 ] ( [T1 , T2 ,...Tn ] are time intervals in [t1 , tn ] );

NormQ ( k ) is the importance evaluation for a ws and is defined by the following equation:

n

 QoS ( ws)
i

NormQ 

i 1

(6)

n

Where QoSi ( ws ) denotes the value of the common QoS attributes of web services, such as reliability
and availability.
According to Rr[ t1 ,tn ] , the Web service that has fewer chances to connect to TRVC[ t1 ,tn ] will have a
lower invoking reputation level. Thus, a Web service that hardly appears in the invocation logs will not
achieve a higher invoking reputation.
5.2

Invoked Reputation
Although invoked reputation results can be misleading, the metric can be used to assess the

interaction frequency between invoking and invoked web services. In this paper, we measure invoked
reputation by the PageRank algorithm [26] which is the classic algorithm used to assess a page’s
importance. The algorithm propagates the importance from one Web page to others until the iterative
process converges. The importance of the page p is defined by the following equation:

PR( p ) 

n
1 d
PR( j )
 d
N
Fp
jB

(7)

Where d ( d  [0,1]) is a scale factor, which determines ratio between the self-importance of a page
and importance obtained from the other linking pages; N is the Web page set; Fp denotes the degree of
outbound linking to that page p, and B are the pages connecting to p.
In the above equation, PR( p ) , the value can converge after several iterations, whereas the
importance of a Web service subsequently transmits at the end. Thus, this process results in the invoked
reputation of a frontal Web service to be less than that of a Web service in the back of a composite Web
service. For simplicity, we consider the importance propagation to its directed neighbor. Thus, the
invoked reputation can be obtained as follows:
n

n

Ri[ t1 ,tn ]  (1  d ) NormQ   ( d Wij Ti NormQ )
t 1

(8)

j 1

Where d is a scale factor, which is the same as the original PageRank algorithm; NormQ is the
assessment of Web the service’s inherent importance, which is mentioned in Eq. 6;. Wij denotes the
ratio the matched interface number and the whole interface number in the invoked service
( wsi -invoking- ws j often involves a matched interface, and thus, the importance propagation between
wsi and ws j is related to the matched interface number in once invocation); Ti ( Ti  Ti 1

because more recent trust recommendations are more persuasive) is the time weight of Ti  [ti , ti 1 ]
( [T1 , T2 ,...Tn ] are time intervals in [t1 , tn ] ); Ri  {Rij1 , Rij 2 ..., Rijn } represents the invoked reputation
Ri that accumulates from Web service ws j1, ws j 2, ..., ws jn during Tn , and in each Rij , we limit the

maximum invocation number of wsi -invoking- ws j for computing Rij

5.3

Collaboration Reputation Computation

In this section, the collaboration reputation can be computed using these two metrics: invoked
reputation and invoking reputation. Therefore, the collaboration reputation of wsk can be computed
with the following equation:
[ t1 ,tn ]

CR[ t1 ,tn ] ( wsk )  

Ri （wsk）
[ t1 ,tn ]

max( Ri （ws）
)

[ t1 ,tn ]



Rr （wsk）
[ t1 ,tn ]

max( Rr （ws）
)

(    1)

(9)

Where ， are the weight values; max() is to normalize the collaboration reputation for Web
service selection in Section 5.

The Algorithm 2 details the collaboration reputation calculation

algorithm based on the above equations.

In Algorithm 2, in each time interval Ti, we compute the Ri and Rr for each ws . In the last loop,
we sum RiTi ( wsi ) , and RrTi ( wsi ) is evaluated to obtain the collaboration reputation values (CR) in T.
The greatest time costs emerge for the invoking relationship collection and community detection. The
maximum time complexity is (mn  n 2  mn log 2 n ) , where m denotes the number of Ti , and n is the
Web service number.

6

Trustworthy Service Selection based on Collaboration Reputation
Given a service requirement Re, the Web service selection process in the WSCN is to select a

service ws, i.e., I Re  I ws ; ORe  Ows ; QRe  Qws and max(CR), where the 3-tuple Re  {I Re , ORe,QRe }
represents the customer’s functional and non-functional (QoS) requirements, and max(CR) is used to
ensure the Web service selected has the optimal collaboration reputation.

There are two types of service selection algorithms, i.e., simple and complex Web service selection.
Thus, CR computation can vary. In following section, we will introduce simple and complex service
selection based on CR computation, respectively.
6.1

Simple Web Service Selection
Different from existing methods to select a Web service with best reputation by matching interfaces,

the simple Web service selection based on the WSCN can depend on the Web service’s neighbors. The
best trustworthy selection is defined by the following equation:
n

k

neib  i

int f  j

wss   NeiS (  ws j )

(10)

Where the union operator facilitates finding the Web service ws j , which satisfies the customer’s
interface requirement int f, and  kint f  j  I Re  ORe ; the final solutions wss are obtained by intersecting
all ws’s neighbors Neibi ( if int f  ORe ) or Neibo (if int f  I Re ). In other words, the final solution’s
neighbors satisfy the entire functional requirement with max(CR).
6.2

Complex Web Service Selection
Complex Web service selection involves finding a composite Web service with a higher guaranteed

CR. The search process can be considered as a multistage graph as shown in Fig. 4.

Rr

Ri

: wsc

Figure 4. Multistage graph for a composite Web service
In the multistage graph, wsc  Neibc and wso  Neibo consist of nodes. Thus, the collaboration
reputation of a composite service (cs) can be evaluated by transforming Eq. 9 to Eq. 11 as follows:

CR[ t1 ,tn ] ( cs )  

CRi[ t1 ,tn ] (t )
CRr[ t1 ,tn ] (t )

(    1)
[ t1 ,tn ]
max(CRi )
max(CRr[ t1 ,tn ] )

with
m

CRi[ t1 ,tn ] (t ) 

[ t1 ,tn ]
iwso

R
i 1

m

(11)

m
[ t1 ,tn ]
iwsc

R

CRr[ t1 ,tn ] (t ) 

i 1

m

Where ， are the weight values; max() is to normalize the collaboration reputation of cs; m is the
number of cs includes Web services. Therefore, the best trustworthy solution of complex Web servcie
selection can be found according to Algorithm 3 as follows:

In Algorithm 3, we use a breadth-first traversal strategy to combine the matched Web
service Neibc ( ws ) and Neibo ( ws ) ) to construct a service node, and the node is added to each stage by
the addStage(). Then the node’s collaboration reputation is assessed by CRnode . Thus, the CR of the
m

m
[ t1 ,tn ]
inodem

 CR
best trustworthy solution is computed by max(

i 1

m

[ t1 ,tn ]
rnodem

 CR
,

i 1

m

) after obtaining all stages. Hence,

the time complexity of the selection algorithm is (m 2 ) .

7

EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we detail the experiments that prove the effectiveness of our Web service selection

approach and also compare our approach with other approaches. To generate Web service execution
logs, we merely consider the reliability, and the successfully executed composition Web services will
be stored in a log.
7.1

Experiment Setup
Suppose that there are three types of service models, good, normal, and bad. The bad service

provides unsatisfactory reliability, whereas good services provide satisfactory reliability, and the
normal service reliability constantly changes. The good service and bad Web service determination is
thus in terms of reliability. To attract customers, the bad Web service publishes the same reliability
value as the good Web service. We adopt WSPR approach ( it is a famous AI planning-based Web
service composition approach) [27] to construct the composite Web service, and the key factor of
combining services depends on the three metrics <f ,m, p>, where m denotes the matched interface

number, p the interface’ popularity, and f the failure number in the Web service’s collaboration history.
It has the same meaning as k mentioned above, as when f >k, ws1 will not collaborate with ws2 . For
each T , some requirements are proposed by each customer. Some proposed requirements are also
included in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameter settings
Parameters of Service Model

Value

Simulation Cycles

100

Each Cycles T

500

Customer Number

100

Web Service Number

1000

Bad Web Service Number

30%

Good Web Service Number

30%

Normal Web Service Number

40%

Reliability of Good Web Service

[0.9,1]

Reliability of Bad Web Service

[0,0.3]

Reliability

[0.3,0.9]

of

Normal

Web

Service
Failure Rate

normal distribution

Figure 5 Reputation distribution
7.2

Experimental Results on Reputation Measurement
In this section, we are interested in observing the reputation level of different types of Web services.

Fig. 5 shows the invoking and invoked reputation distribution in terms of the above parameter settings.
The vertexes mainly concentrate in the area [0.05 0.15].
The vertexes that are closer to 1 in invoking reputation dimension demonstrate that they have more
connections to the TRV. In addition, these results also reflect that these Web services have more
inbound and outbound links. Thus, the popular Web service with a guaranteed reputation will has more
chance to be assigned for various tasks. The bad Web service mainly concentrates in the area of [0

0.005] because of the fewer recommenders and lower invocation frequency. The reputation value range
of a normal Web service is between those two reputation levels but tends to closer to the bad reputation
values because of unstable reliability.

Figure 6 The invoking reputation of with different Web service interfaces.
Fig. 6 shows the invoking reputation of with Web services different interfaces where the Web
services have the same input parameters. There are 200 input parameters, and each parameter contains
3 good or normal Web service and 1 bad service. The lower invoking reputation of bad Web services
results in them is being gradually eliminated from among the neighbors.
Fig. 7 shows that the success ratios of Web services with different reputation mechanisms such as
Reputation, Non-reputation and Collaboration reputation. The success rate of other reputation
mechanisms is oscillating. However, our collaboration reputation mechanism is more effective for
eliminating bad Web services from the WSCN than other reputation mechanisms. The broadcast
message allows the success rate to display an obvious increase in each time interval. Although a bad
service can join the Web service composition in the beginning, the neighbor updates prevent such
services from collaborating with more Web services.

Figure 7 Success rate with respect to different reputation mechanisms

7.3

Experimental Results on Web Service Selection
The following experiments reveal the success rate and time cost of service selection. We tested a

different number of Web service in solutions, which has 25 Web services at most. We compare our
approach with traditional trustworthy Web service selection ( called TTWSS) and Web service selection
based on WSPR [27] (called WSSW). TTWSS is a very simple service selection approach and it often
selects the services with the highest reputation to assemble a trustworthy composite service. WSSW
performs trustworthy Web service selection based on AI planning and it can find a solution in
polynomial time, but with possible redundant Web services.

Figure 8. Time cost of Web service selection

Figure 9 Success ratio of Web service selection
Fig. 8 shows that the computation time of WSSW is half that of our approach as the search process
simply involves forward searching. Although the collaboration reputation computation cost some extra
time, the search space in our approach is limited to neighbors, whereas the WSSW needs to match all
Web services.
As shown in Fig. 9, with the collaboration reputation guaranteed, our approach has a more
advantage in the success ratio than TTWSS, and increases by approximately 20%. Why?

For TTWSS,

it only combines the Web services with the highest reputations leads to a much greater number of Web
services being involved with the composite Web service, because of less consideration of interface
optimal matching. As each Web service has a certain failure ratio, TTWSS results in a higher failure
rate for service selection when only combining the services with the highest reputations.
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Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a trustworthy Web service selection approach based on collaboration

reputation by constructing a Web service collaboration network based on social networks. According to
the experiment results, the proposed approach can fairly and effectively evaluate the Web service’s
reputation, and it can especially effectively distinguish Web services with different reputation levels
from service selection process. The success rate of Web service selection increases as the interaction
round increases, and Web services with low reputation are excluded in the service selection process.
Moreover, the efficiency of the Web service selection is also guaranteed.
Of course, our approach has some limitations: 1) the efficiency of our approach will slide down
significantly or even be unable to work when the Web service community of the social network is very
small; 2) our approach is unfair for new published Web services or the services with few invocation
records in a mobile social network [26]; 3) our approach cannot guarantee global QoS constraints
for service selection system. Our future work will also investigate the best method to perform this trust
relationship evolution for the first limitation.
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